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Figure 5.11: Matrix starting Damage Stage.
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Figure 5.12: Fast Damage Concentration.
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Figure 5.13: Failure Choice Stage.
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Figure 5.14: Peak Load Stage.
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Figure 5.15: Post-Peak stage with complete damage in the failure band.
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Figure 5.16: Strain Concentration in the failure.
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Comments on the Selected Stages

Elastic Stage. In this stage, Figure 5.9, there is no damage yet, for that, the
damage image is not appearing. Generally, the particles have a higher distribution of
the horizontal stress compared with the rest of the phases. This is because they are set
to be stiffer and they answer with larger reactions to a certain displacement imposed.
We can also notice in the strain image that the equivalent strain tends to concentrate
quickly to the weakest areas (such as ITZ and matrix).

Beginning of the damage in the ITZ phase. In Figure 5.10 the damage starts
in the ITZ around the particles. It can be clearly seen that it does not start completely
in the whole ITZ phase but preferably in the direction of the displacement imposed.
Strain is still concentrating in the weak zones, preferably in the ones that are recently
damaged. This is the beginning of the hardening stage which, in this study, is clearly
composed by two parts. The first one is the starting of the damage in the ITZ (which
is illustrated by the actual image, Figure 5.10) and the second one refers to he stage
where the matrix is also damaged.

Beginning of the damage in the Matrix phase. This stage is illustrated in
Figure 5.11. It can be seen that the damage starts growing from the ITZ damaged ring
to a certain place inside the matrix. This was exactly the purpose of the parameter
k0 chosen in the beginning of the study. The equivalent strain is still concentrating in
the weakest places narrowing its width in the most damaged areas. After the matrix
is damaged the mechanical behaviour of the sample changes very fast decreasing its
global tangent stiffness.

Fast damage concentration. Figure 5.12 shows that, after the matrix is dam-
aged, the concentration of damage occurs rapidly. The damage tends to grow from
the ITZ into the matrix until another damaged ITZ is found forming a band that will
cross the sample. The equivalent strain tends, at the same time, to concentrate in this
failure band with clearly higher values where there is a greater intensity of damage. At
the same time we can see that the global stress is still increasing in the sample as an
answer to the increasing displacement imposed. It is also important to say that now
there is not such a big difference between the stresses inside and outside the particle.
This is because the damaged ring evolving the particles is absorbing more strain and,
for that, is not transmitting so much deformation to the particle and this one does not
increase so much its stress state.

Failure choice stage. During the damage evolution the failure band can change
its direction according to the distribution of damage in the cell, Figure 5.13. This is
actually what has happened in this particular cell. The failure band has changed its
ending in the bottom of the sample cell and both damage and equivalent strain are
concentrating in this new part.

Peak Load Stage. It is interesting to know if something special is happening in
the peak load, Figure 5.14. This stage shows that the damage and equivalent strain are
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concentrating in a failure band. This stage is also important because it separates the
loading from the unloading branches. This means that most of the strain is concen-
trating in this weakest damaged part and the rest of the sample is starting to unload
elastically, producing a big influence in the global response.

Post-Peak stage with complete damage in the failure. Figure 5.15 is an
example of the damage still growing in the failure band (that is now clearly crossing the
cell). Equivalent strain is propagating from the borders of the sample to concentrate
its values in the failure band which will narrow its width to a more or less constant
value until the end of the test.

Strain Concentration in the failure. This stage has been chosen in order to
show that, once the damaged area is completely defined, the equivalent strain will
remain concentrated in this part until the end of the test (Figure 5.16). At the same
time, the distribution of the stress in the rest of the sample is decreasing as an answer
to this relaxing effect produced by the strain concentration in the failure band.
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